A key element to any bio-security program, disinfection mats can be used anywhere shoes or boots require disinfection before proceeding.

The Disinfection Mat is uniquely designed to disinfect your boots or shoes before proceeding into a controlled area.

The Disinfection Mat consists of a very tough textile material, inside which is a special absorbent material. The sides and bottom are sealed to prevent leakage and very little solid matter will penetrate the mat’s surface so there is little chance of neutralization of the disinfectant.

**How Much Disinfectant Solution Do I Use?**
The 33” x 33” Disinfecting Mat it will hold approximately 2.65 gallons; and
The 18” x 18” Mini Disinfecting Mat it will hold approximately 0.9 gallons.

**What Disinfectant Solution Do I Use?**
We recommend KennelSol. **DO NOT** use bleach, chlorine or iodine based products.

**How It Works**
When standing on the mat, hydraulic pressure is created causing the disinfectant to rise up around the boots and shoes.